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                                      Preview Edition 

What follows is our first and introductory edition of the “Savannah Dispatches”. The plan is to release this news 

letter on a regular basis starting with an edition every three months and hopefully building it up to a monthly 

feature in our shell hole. The masthead we have used here is of a temporary nature and will be replaced with 

original artwork for the next edition. The format will follow the normal MOTH Bullsheet but we being Savannah 

Shell hole, ours will be somewhat different. The idea is not to merely repeat what has already been covered in the 

normal minutes of the meetings but take it a little further and cover what we get up to outside the Sanctuary and 

the events and parades we attend. It is also planned to be the medium where we can bring our Shellhole history up 

to date and say a few things about our members, not always with their permission! It will be quite interesting to 

find out what units we all served in and cover a little about their history and traditions, maybe we will then all 

know why our Sergeant Major sometimes wears a skirt!! 

This preview edition will cover briefly what we have been up to during the last MOTH year and high light some 

of the events and parades we have attended. This has been made a little easier for your editor, being a new boy, 

thanks to Old Bill Gavin for the use of his Old Bills report to allow me to get all the events into their correct order. 

Possibly something that is of great significance to the Shellhole this last year was the appointment of Moth Andy 

Boden as Old Bill of the Order, well done Andy we are all very proud of you. 

A very successful Golf day was organised on the 15 September 2016, although not an event the members take an 

active part in except in the organising but it is a big fund raiser for the Shellhole and brought in much needed 

revenue for our various causes. 

Savannah supported the MMA “Ride for Hope” fund raiser held at the Dickie Fritz Moth Complex on 17 

September 2016. Not as large as originally expected a very good event took place with a number of Shellhole 

providing eats. We had are now famous Savannah draught beer on sale and prepared Prego and Boerewors rolls, 

the sales indicated that they were well enjoyed and again we were able to raise much needed funds.  
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The Beerfest took place on the 1 October 2016, which was closely followed by the Sidi Rezegh parade and fete at 

the Dickie fritz complex. Both events were well supported and attendance was good. The Savannah brews were on 

sale at both events. 

        

Our Xmas tree this last year was one of the most successful we have had. Full marks must go to Moth Robin 

assisted by Debbie for the stirling work they do for the children every year. 
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     The big event for 2017 was the MOTH 90th anniversary which was held in Durban over the week end of the 4th 

to 8th May 2017. We took a group of 13 down to Durban on a minibus stopping at Mount Memory on the way and 

stayed at the Charles Hoffe resort in Scottburgh. So much took place and so much happened that whole 

newsletters wouldn’t be enough to cover the week end. Something we should consider?  Safe to say Savannah 

Shellhole was successful in the annexation of Natal and our presence will long be remembered. We managed to 

come home with a tunic form the vacant chair.................. and Natal’s Wimpy’ s will never be the same.      
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Getting set for the parade in Durban and we are still able to laugh..................................................... 

 

   On the road again once back from Durban, you would thing we were tired but there was the Jan Smuts Parade 

held at Cottesloe on 3rd June 2017. We had a very good attendance as usual the Savannah flag was held high, its 

seems we are invited again for next year 
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The Shellhole was well represented at the West Rand District Sports day, sorry no photos. We hear that Moth 

Jimmy did very well downing beer and honours were earned in Bokdrol Spoeg!!!! Well done to all. 

A big event on the MOTH Calendar is the annual Delville Wood Parade held at the View. The parade was very 

successful and we turned out with a good sized contingent and help the Transvaal Scottish fund raising by keeping 

the bar going for some time after the parade. 
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Some members were found to be improperly dressed and Moth 20mm was again pleading that he didn’t do it.

 

 

That about sums up this introductory edition of Savannah dispatches. I am honoured that the Old Bill has 

allowed me to undertake this and have been informed by him that some members have volunteered to help, 

thanks Moth Jimmy and Geoff. I will need input and photos, if you have anything you feel I may need or be 

interested in please send it to me via my email b52e48@gmail.com, please don’t use WhatsApp I am still 

learning about that one. 

Yours Under the Tin Hat 

Bruce  

mailto:b52e48@gmail.com

